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MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF THE NEW UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA GAMMA RAY TELESCOPE
A. D. Zych, T. O'Neill, W. Sweeney, J. Simone*, O. T. T_mer
and R. S. White
IGPP, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521
The design and expected per-
formance of the new University of
California medium energy balloon-
St PLASTrC SCINTILLATORARRAY ¢_ / INCIDENT
_.35x?,62xlO3cm 3 x I6UNITS A\_ _.@s GAMMA RAY borne gamma ray telescope shown in
Figure I have been previously
described (1,2). This telescope
is sensitive to 1-30 MeV gamma
___ rays. In this presentation the
results of our initial calibration
CHARGEDPARTICLE"-.._._(_..._,,a_ will be fully described. This
ANTICOINCIOENCETOR_ will include the position and
(4sH____i_'__ energy resolutions of 32 plastic
and NaI(T_) scintillator bars,
each I00 cm long. The tele-
scope's measured angular and energy
resolutions as a function of inci-
dent angle will be compared with
$2 NAI(,I)SCINTILLATORARRAY _><._._._.. detailed Monte Carlo calculations
4,83_,OUN_--_ _ _---PMTUBES 1.37,at 2.75 and 6.13 MeV. The
expected resolutions are 5° FHWM
and 8% at 2.75 MeV. The expected
MEDIUM ENERGY COMPTON SCATTER TELESCOPE
area-efficiency is 250 cm.
The telescope is now being pre-
Figure 1 pared for a balloon flight in
September, 1985.
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